Bone homeostasis is continuously regulated by the coordinated action of bone-resorbing osteoclasts and bone-forming osteoblasts. Imbalance between these two cell populations leads to pathological bone diseases such as osteoporosis and osteopetrosis. Osteoclast functionality relies on the formation of sealing zone (SZ) rings that define the resorption lacuna. It is commonly assumed that the structure and dynamic properties of the SZ depend on the physical and chemical properties of the substrate. Considering the unique complex structure of native bone, elucidation of the relevant parameters affecting SZ formation and stability is challenging. In this study, we examined in detail the dynamic response of the SZ to the microtopography of devitalized bone surfaces, taken from the same area in cattle femur. We show that there is a significant enrichment in large and stable SZs (diameter larger than 14 mm; lifespan of hours) in cells cultured on rough bone surfaces, compared with small and fast turning over SZ rings (diameter below 7 mm; lifespan approx. 7 min) formed on smooth bone surfaces. Based on these results, we propose that the surface roughness of the physiologically relevant substrate of osteoclasts, namely bone, affects primarily the local stability of growing SZs.
Introduction
Bone is composed mainly of type I collagen, mineralized by carbonated hydroxyapatite crystals and assembled in a complex hierarchical structure [1] . Bone is continuously remodelled by the coordinated action of two cell types: osteoclasts, which resorb old or damaged bone, and osteoblasts, which deposit new bone [2] [3] [4] . Tight, multi-level regulation of the bone remodelling process is enabled by cross-coordinated action of these two cell types, as well as bone-embedded osteocytes [5, 6] . This process is regulated by diverse signalling systems, including the receptor activator of nuclear factor kappa-B ligand (RANKL) pathway [7, 8] .
Osteoclast resorption depends on its tight adhesion to the bone surface [9] , which is mediated via an actin-rich integrin adhesion structure known as the sealing zone (SZ). SZ formation and turnover are highly sensitive to the local environment, including surface chemistry [10] [11] [12] , adhesiveness [13, 14] and its physical properties, such as microtopography [15, 16] .
The SZ is a belt-like structure, consisting of a condensed array of podosomes, the basic adhesion structures of osteoclasts and other monocytic cells (e.g. macrophages and dendritic cells) [17] . Podosomes, in turn, contain a central actin core, about 200 nm in diameter, oriented perpendicularly to the plasma membrane and several micrometres high [10] . The actin core of individual podosomes is surrounded by a peripheral adhesion ring, 0.5-1 mm in diameter, containing integrins and associated plaque proteins that mediate the adhesion to the bone surface [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . The unique structure of podosomes, combined with their rapid turnover [18, 24] and assembly into coherent SZ & 2017 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
rings, suggest that they play a key role in sensing the surface and regulating bone resorption.
Indeed, previous studies indicated that osteoclasts seeded on different surfaces, both natural and artificial, display distinct SZ organizations and dynamic properties [25] . Especially intriguing is the apparent confinement of SZ to specific regions on bone, which differs from the rather uniform distribution of SZ on surfaces such as calcite or glass. Owing to the complexity and heterogeneity of native bone surfaces, the mechanism underlying this spatial selectivity of SZ stabilization remains unclear.
Among the diverse parameters that were considered as potential local stimulators of SZ formation on bone, we chose to focus here on the effect of surface microtopography. In general, it was established that differences in the topography of adhesive surfaces can exert major effects on cell spreading [26] , motility [27, 28] and the formation of matrix adhesions [29, 30] . In the context of bone remodelling, previous studies described the effect of surface topography on osteoclast differentiation [16] , resorption activity [31] and SZ dimensions and dynamics [32] . In particular, the threedimensional SZ architecture tends to adapt to the surface geometry [33] , and ring translocation is arrested by local topographic barriers [15] . Topography sensing can also have physiological relevance, given the presence of structures in bone that induce local remodelling, such as micro-cracks [34, 35] ; bones that show extensive cracking have rougher fractured surfaces [36] (RMS in humans ¼ 310 + 44 mm [34] ). In addition, topography was shown to be an important factor in bone substitutions and osseo-integration, as rough implant-bone interfaces promote extensive bone remodelling shortly after implantation and promote the re-establishment of normal remodelling activity by increasing the interfacial shear strength [37] .
That being said, the inherent difficulty in accurately defining local variations of surface roughness and the related chemical properties of natural surfaces result in difficulty to assess the direct mechanism whereby microtopography affects osteoclast adhesion on the physiologically relevant substrate, namely, bone.
To address this issue, we plated RAW 264.7 murine osteoclast precursors, both non-expressing and stably expressing actin labelled with green fluorescent protein (GFP-actin), on devitalized bone surfaces displaying distinct microtopographies and examined, using different imaging approaches, the effects of surface roughness on the structure and dynamics of the SZ. The microtopography of the bone surfaces was directly measured using non-destructive atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging in liquid. Live-cell fluorescence imaging of osteoclasts growing on rough and smooth bone surfaces showed a multi-level response: small and short lived SZs developed with adhesion time into stable, growing SZs. This development is more pronounced on rough surfaces, where enhanced bone microtopography contributes to the local stabilization of the growing rings.
Material and methods

Preparation of bone surfaces
Longitudinal bone slices, with an area of 5 Â 5 mm and a thickness of 1 mm were retrieved from young cattle femurs, obtained 1 day post-mortem from a local butcher shop (Moo&Moo, Rehovot, Israel). To prepare slices, the bone was cut using a low-speed diamond saw (South Bay Technology, Inc.), in the mid area between the anterior and posterior sides, at a location displaying osteonal arrangement of the mineralized collagen bundles, and with defined longitudinal directionality. To avoid drying damage, the bone was kept hydrated throughout the entire experiment. For comparison of bone topography, we took two slices from neighbouring positions. One of the slices was then further polished (in a Minimet 1000 grinder-polisher, BUEHLER, Chicago, IL, USA) using abrasive paper (MicroCut Discs, P1200, P1500, P2500 grit; BUEHLER, Chicago, IL, USA). The polishing parameters were kept constant throughout all experiments (8 min at speed 15 for paper P1200; 15 min at speed 10 for paper P1500; and additional 15 min at speed 10 for paper P2500). The force for all polishing papers was kept at 1 N. To avoid chemical modification of the bone surface, no diamond paste was used. The polished bone surfaces were carefully rinsed several times using a jet of double distilled water and examined under an optical microscope to ensure complete removal of particles.
Atomic force microscopy characterization and roughness analysis
Polished and unpolished bone slices were scanned using an atomic force microscope (NanoWizard R 3 Bioscience, JPK Instruments, Berlin, Germany), as described in [38] . Images were taken using contact mode in liquid (cell culture media, see §2.3). Pyramidal silicon nitride triangular cantilevers (DNP) with a nominal stiffness of 0.12 N m 21 and a nominal radius of 20 nm were used (Bruker Corporation, Camarillo, CA, USA). Imaging parameters (SetPoint ¼ 1 V; line rate ¼ 0.7 Hz; IGain ¼ 100 Hz) were kept constant for all samples, to enable accurate comparison between the different surfaces [39] . Scans of both 10 and 100 mm areas were taken from different bone slices, each at seven different locations. The surface topography does not vary significantly from site to site, with standard error one order of magnitude smaller than the roughness value. The height images, corrected for tilt distortion [40] were calculated using the WsXM software [41] .
To describe the dependence of surface roughness at the measurement scale, we applied power spectral density (PSD) analysis to the 100 mm AFM height scans, using WsXM software, and derived the relevant roughness from the volume underneath the PSD function [42] (for details, see electronic supplementary material).
2.3. Tissue culture, cell differentiation and bone plating RAW 264.7 cells, both not expressing, as well as stably expressing GFP-actin [24] were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC; Manassas, VA, USA), cultured in Dulbecco's modified Eagle medium (DMEM) with Earl's salts, supplemented with 1% L-glutamine and NaHCO 3 , 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Gibco, Grand Island, NY, USA) and antibiotics (1% pen-strep; Biological Industries, Beit Haemek, Israel). For osteoclast differentiation, RAW cells were seeded on plastic dishes (100 cells mm
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) in alpha MEM with Earle's salts, L-glutamine and NaHCO 3 (Sigma, Rehovot, Israel), and supplemented with FBS and antibiotics, 20 ng ml 21 recombinant soluble receptor activator of NFkB ligand (RANKL), and 20 ng ml 21 macrophage colony-stimulating factor (R&D Systems Minneapolis, MN, USA) at 378C in a 5% CO 2 humidified atmosphere for 60 h. Differentiation medium was changed every 24 h. Once differentiated (indicated by cell morphology), cultures were treated with 10 mM EDTA for 10 min, and the cells were centrifuged, resuspended in differentiation medium, and replated on the bone surface. Prior to cell plating, bone surfaces were coated with vitronectin (10 mg ml 21 ) for 10 h at 48C, to increase the amount of adhering cells (after ensuring that this treatment has no influence on the cell area and SZ size and dynamic properties) then washed three times with culture medium, and heated to 378C.
Fluorescence microscopy
For live-cell imaging, RAW 264.7 osteoclasts expressing GFPactin were used. The differentiated cells were replated on bone slices, and allowed to adhere for 24 h. The slices were then imaged upside-down on a MatTek glass-bottomed dish (#P35G-0-20-C, MatTek Corp., Ashland, MA, USA). Time-lapse images were acquired with an automated inverted microscope (DeltaVision Elite system IX71 equipped with auto-focus system and a Resolve3D software modulus; Applied Precision, Inc., GE Healthcare, Issaquah, WA, USA) using 20Â/0.85 or 40Â/1.30 oil objectives (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). The microscope is equipped with an environmental box kept at 378C, in a 5% CO 2 humidified atmosphere. Images were acquired every 1 min for about 20 h. For fixed-sample imaging, cells were simultaneously permeabilized with 0.5% Triton X-100 (Fluka-Chemie AG, Switzerland), and fixed in warm 3% paraformaldehyde (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). Then, specimens were washed three times with phosphate-buffered saline, and stained for actin (FITC-phalloidin, Sigma) and nuclei (Hoechst 33342, Life Technologies, Thermo Fisher Scientific Corp., Carlsbad, CA, USA). Temporal ratio images were produced as previously described [43] . Briefly, the pixel intensity values of frames 't þ 1' were divided by the intensity values of the corresponding pixel at time 't', producing a spectral image in which blue indicates loss of actin intensity, red indicates newly formed actin-rich structures and yellow indicates stable actin fluorescence.
Statistical analysis
Data on fixed samples were acquired for populations of 1268 SZ rings on smooth bone surfaces, and 1061 SZ rings on rough bone surfaces. For the live experiments, a total of 104/75 SZ rings on rough and smooth bone surfaces, respectively, were tracked, and the number of frames in which they were visible as a superstructure, calculated as their lifetime. Out of the total SZs counted, populations of 57/54 small SZ rings, fusion events for 13/12 SZ rings, and expansion for 7/7 SZ rings on rough/ smooth topographies, respectively, were analysed. Shape descriptors for individual hand-marked rings were extracted using Fiji (analyse-measure), as well as an intensity plot against line distance (analyse-plot profile) [44] . Statistical significance (Student's t-test) was determined using data analysis in EXCEL. The quality of linear fit to the individual kinetic plots in figure 5 was determined according to a residual plot showing the lack of trend, sufficiently small significance F, and the upper and lower confidence intervals. Box charts were generated using Origin Pro8 software (OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, MA, USA). Synchronization between the kinetics of different ring pairs was determined by cross correlation [45] .
Results
The cortical bone surfaces show complex topography
Bone surfaces were prepared as described and imaged with wet mode AFM. Bone specimens were kept wet at all times, to avoid structural modifications due to dehydration [46] . The surface topography of both rough and smooth bone slices displayed complex patterns, depending on the scale of measurement (figure 1). Representative scan areas of 100 mm of the unpolished, rough bone surface (figure 1a,c), show very different topographies compared with those of the polished, smooth bone (figure 1b,c). On the rough surface, the saw markings constitute the dominant feature, creating periodic ridges and gorges about 20 mm wide, with height differences ( peak-to-valley) of around 1 mm (boxed area in figure 1c ). By contrast, the smooth, polished bone surface (figure 1b,c) displays a lower and more uniform topography, with peak-to-valley differences of the order of 200 nm. Both topographies at this scale (tens of mm) show irregular surfaces with multiple small peaks superimposed on the larger peaks. Focusing to an area of 10 mm increases the AFM imaging resolution and enables better detection of the lower level topography ( figure 1d-f) . The smaller features, few mm wide, show height differences of 100-200 nm on both bone topographies (figure 1f ). Zooming further to show scan area of 2.5 mm (figure 1g,h) and height profile of 1 mm (figure 1i) shows small protrusions, 200 nm wide, and several tens of nm high on both topographies. Overall, this surface characterization indicates that the bone surfaces we have created contain multiple topographic signals at different lateral scales. Such complex topography requires a suitable analysis of bone roughness, capable of separating the contributions of bone surface features with different lateral dimensions to the complex topography observed. For this purpose, PSD analysis is a useful method for the decomposition of surface roughness into features that appear at different characteristic relevant sizes, i.e. at different wavelengths [42] (for further details, see §2.2). PSD analysis was applied to calculate bone surface roughness at three relevant size scales: the size scale of cells and large SZ rings in the range of tens of mm; the size scale of small SZ rings (several mm); and the size scale of podosomes (1 mm or less). The results of the PSD analysis are shown in electronic supplementary material, figure S1. In general, the roughness differences between bone surfaces narrow as the measurement length decreases toward the size of a single podosome.
Effect of bone topography on sealing zone actin ring size
Differentiated osteoclasts were simultaneously replated on either rough or smooth bone surfaces. Following 24 h incubation, the cells were fixed and stained for actin and nuclei. Examination of the cells showed significant differences in the size of SZ rings developed on the two topographies (figure 2). On the rough surfaces, large rings (with diameters more than 14 mm) were predominant, constituting 47% of all rings, while small rings (with typical diameters of less than 7 mm) constitute only 22% of the total ring population (1061 SZ rings counted). On the smooth bone surface an opposite trend was observed: small rings were the predominant phenotype, constituting 53% of total ring population whereas the large rings constituted only 14% (1268 SZ rings counted).
Effect of bone topography on the sealing zone actin ring dynamics
The observed effect of surface topography on SZ size can be attributed to differences in either ring growth or ring stability. In order to distinguish between these two possibilities, we used time-lapse fluorescence microscopy to track osteoclasts rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 14: 20160958 stably expressing GFP-actin for a period of about 20 h. Ring lifetime was calculated as the number of frames (imaged at 1 min intervals) in which the ring remained intact. Similar to the observations in fixed cells, live osteoclasts showed size variations of the developed SZ rings, yet the predominance of smaller rings on the smooth surface and larger rings on the rough surfaces was retained. Two representative cells, growing on rough and smooth surfaces, are shown in figure 3 , demonstrating the changes in ring size over time. Typically, cells display an initial period when dynamic SZ rings, which disintegrate while still small, are the most prevalent. This is followed by a period of ring growth, which persisted for several hours, until SZ ring retraction and collapse. In order to determine the basis for the observed differences in SZ size and dynamics on the different surfaces, we monitored the lifetimes and the local stability of the dynamic SZs which did not grow, and the growing SZs on each of the topographies. Lifetime measurements were carried out manually for individual rings and the imaging of local stability was based on temporal ratio movies (see §2.4), in which pixels depicting stable actin intensities are coloured yellow and increased or decreased intensity, coloured red or blue, respectively.
The dynamic, small SZ rings are usually preceded by a focal actin cloud that expands symmetrically to form a small ring (3-7 mm) which remains stable for about 2 -3 min. These rings, which fail to grow, display similar local stability (figure 4a,b) and lifetimes (figure 4c) on smooth and rough bone topographies, although the sizes were slightly smaller on the smooth surfaces (figure 4d).
We have also addressed the effect of bone microtopography on actin intensity within individual SZs. For this purpose, we plotted the fluctuations of fluorescence intensity with time along SZ cross sections (electronic supplementary material, figure S2 ). For all the SZs analysed, the intensity fluctuations are not symmetrical at the two sides of the ring, both on rough and smooth bone topographies (compare electronic supplementary material, figure S2a -c to figure S2d-f ).
The short-lived small rings show high initiation rate, making it unclear whether or not their formation is centrally coordinated throughout the cell. To address this issue we performed a cross-correlation analysis [47] measuring the rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 14: 20160958 kinetics of ring formation and dissociation throughout the same cell within a period of 60 min. The same procedure was applied to different cells plated on surfaces with the same or with different topographies (electronic supplementary material, figure S3 ). This analysis indicated that for all the pairs examined (i.e. different rings within the same or nearby cells, on both smooth or rough surfaces; N ¼ 18) the calculated correlation coefficient was less than 0.2, indicating that the formation of small rings is locally regulated at the individual SZ level, and is not globally induced. SZ rings that did not collapse within minutes can grow via expansion, fusion or both. In general, rings grow primarily through continuous expansion, with ring fusion being a secondary process either prior to expansion, or simultaneous to it. Unlike the fast turning rings, expansion to form large rings (figure 5) occurs in a non-uniform manner, through dynamic areas that are distributed along the ring's perimeter ( figure 5a,b) . The observed shift towards larger SZs on the rough bone surfaces is attributed to a longer expansion process (rather than differences in expansion rates), as can be appreciated from the individual kinetic plots (figure 5a,bright) and from the similarity in the average expansion rate (figure 5c). The longer lifetimes of expanding SZs observed on rough surface correlate with higher local stability (more yellow/green pixels in the temporal ratio analysis).
We have also analysed the secondary growth mechanism of SZ rings, ring fusion (figure 6). Fusion occurs when neighbouring rings apparently form contact with each other. This process is usually accompanied by local destabilization in one or both of the rings. This initial stage in ring fusion is reversible, and considerably longer on rough bone than on smooth, resulting in an overall slower fusion process (figure 6c). At the next, irreversible stage the contact area shared by the two rings extends and then (usually within minutes) disassembles, resulting in a larger ring that retains the overall combined outline of the parental rings.
Discussion
Osteoclasts can sense multiple environmental cues, including chemical cues such as substrate composition and physical cues, and respond to them by altering their development, dynamics and functionality [16, 31, 48, 49] . This environmental sensing capacity is in concert with the growing awareness that adhesive interactions with the extracellular matrix, beyond their morphogenic functions, also integrate multiple external cues and drive a coherent cellular response [50 -54] . This consideration assumes even greater importance in the case of resorbing osteoclasts on bone, which require maintenance of tight adhesion to surfaces that not only are heterogeneous in space, but are continuously modified during the progression of resorption. There are thus compelling reasons to test the effects of substrate microtopography on osteoclasts using the natural substrate of these cells, namely bone, rather than uniform synthetic surfaces presenting varied roughness [15, 32] . We have used here freshly sectioned and fully hydrated bone, and selected consecutive bone slices for the preparation of paired rough and smooth surfaces. The use of devitalized bone allows observation of the effect of the physical parameter that we wish to study, i.e. microtopography, in the absence of added biological factors, such as osteocyte signalling.
Unlike well characterized features presented by modified artificial surfaces, the composite bone surfaces present a local heterogeneity of chemical and physical features including an intrinsic microtopography profile, irrespective of whether they were polished or not ( figure 1) . The different scales of roughness on the polished and unpolished surfaces allowed us to relate the effect on SZ structure and dynamics to a range of lateral scales, from a sub-mm scale of the order of a single podosome, up to a scale of tens of micrometres of the order of growing SZs and whole cells (electronic supplementary material, figure S1 ). In the bone structure, collagen fibrils and carbonate apatite crystals are in the sub-mm size range, the size range of individual podosome components, whereas bone lamellae are in the range of 10 mm and osteons of hundreds of micrometres. It is noteworthy that osteoclasts and their SZs normally do not exceed tens of micrometre sizes when located at their physiological environment (namely bone) while in culture they can reach sizes of hundreds of micrometres [25, 55, 56] . Herein, both smooth and rough bone surfaces present small topographic features at a characteristic size of few mm with roughness at the sub-mm scale, while only the rough bone presents in addition larger and steeper features. Thus, the differences rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 14: 20160958 observed in the osteoclast adhesive response to the varied microtopography can be attributed to roughness differences at a lateral scale of more than 10 mm, which correspond to the bone structural units of lamellae. We infer from these observations that, if osteoclast activity in physiological conditions is indeed influenced by microtopography, the effect is most probably felt at the structural level of bone lamellae. On homogeneous, artificial surfaces only small, dynamic actin rings are observed on smooth surfaces, whereas large and stable rings are observed on rough surfaces [32] . By contrast, osteoclasts plated on bone form both small and large rings on both topographies, with proportions which are time dependent (figure 3). We therefore infer that, in contrast to artificial surfaces, the adhesive response to topography of bone surfaces is regulated by multiple factors, including chemical and biochemical signals. Contributing to this notion, cycles of ring growth and collapse are observed both on the rough and on the smooth bone surfaces.
Nonetheless, the change in ring size on smooth surfaces is faster, and the collapse occurs when the rings are smaller. In a recent study correlating between SZs and bone surface ultra-structure [38] we observed at the initial stages of adhesion the formation of small SZs around surface features of few mm in width, and approximately 1 mm in height. The SZ rings matched the surface features in size and shape. At more advanced stages of adhesion the large SZs correspond to characteristic resorption pits, indicating that intensive bone degradation requires longer interaction time. This supports the hypothesis that resorption correlates to the larger length scale of bone structure.
The results presented in this paper indicate that bone surface roughness primarily affects ring growth, rather than ring initiation, as the initiator small SZs displayed a short lifetime of several minutes (figure 4), irrespective of surface roughness differences (electronic supplementary material, figure  S1 ). These small SZ rings, with diameter of only few mm, rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 14: 20160958 behave as a single dynamic unit that either grows radially or collapses. That being said, a closer look at actin intensity, points to asymmetrical temporal variations at different sides of the SZ ring (electronic supplementary material, figure  S2 ), independent of surface topography or overall ring stability. In contrast to observations recently made on macrophages plated on artificial substrates [57] , the lack of synchronization in our study can originate from the heterogeneity of the bone surface, which triggers local responses variable within the micrometre range.
What distinguishes growing SZs from those that disassemble at an early stage? It appears that a lifetime of only a few minutes is too short for further growth and stabilization, given that the time periods required for either ring expansion ( figure 5) or ring fusion (figure 6 ), exceed the intrinsic lifespan of small and dynamic SZs. As a possible trigger for the growth of some SZ rings (either on the smooth surface, or more prominently on the rough bone), we have previously observed the stabilization of small SZ rings by local bone protrusions with matching size [38] . Examination of the growing rings (more than 10 mm) indicated that unlike the small rings that either grow or uniformly collapse, the growing SZs display non-uniform dynamic behaviour, containing stable and unstable segments. On smooth surfaces this spatial instability is highly prominent, leading to frequent SZ collapse at earlier stages. On rough surfaces, the stable segments play a dominant role in keeping the SZ intact and moderate the effect of the flanking unstable segments, as demonstrated by the longer lifetimes of growing SZs (figures 3 and 5) and the slower fusion ( figure 6 ). This notion is in line with previous results demonstrating that an expanding SZ ring can be robust enough to pull itself across significant topographic obstacles [15] . The ability to tolerate local areas of destabilization within a growing SZ reflects the crowded three-dimensional arrangement of podosomes in the larger rings, with their cores connected via the radial and interpodosome actin fibres [58] . The degree of positive cooperativity between the interconnected podosomes increases as the SZ grows and the number of podosomes increases. Therefore, for a SZ ring to be active in osteoclastic resorption, a sufficient degree of cooperativity is required, via topographic stabilization or other cues. Such cues can include, for example, the switch associated with the protein SWAP-70, which is required for efficient resorption and which reduced expression results in osteopetrosis [59, 60] . The adhesive response to bone is determined by both local and global aspects interweaved. The global response includes the expansion rate of growing SZs (figure 5c), acting at the whole cell level, and the gradual progression in SZ size with time (see figure 3 and electronic supplementary material, movies 1 and 2), in which the initial dynamic phase of small SZs is replaced with a persistent growth phase, which, at some point, is followed by withdrawal and collapse. These cyclic phases are seen in all cells, regardless of surface topography, and the transition between them is often synchronized and coupled with cell migration. The physiological significance of this global regulation process is uncertain at this stage, though it may correspond to cyclic shifts of osteoclasts between resorptive and migratory states [10,61 -63] .
Summary and conclusion
We have studied the dependence of SZ size and stability on bone surface microtopography. We show here that the initiation of SZ ring formation is a largely roughnessindependent process. Nevertheless, a local stabilization of growing rings on the rough bone slices enables them to reach considerably larger sizes relative to that obtained on smooth bone slices. This local stabilization potentially translates into resorptive capabilities, as larger and more stable SZs are required for efficient resorption. In the bone ultrastructure the order of magnitude where differences are observed, at the level of tens of micrometres, corresponds to lamellar units, raising the possibility of direct osteoclast sensing of the bone native structure, a direction that we are currently investigating. We suggest that on bone, the adhesive apparatus of osteoclasts is regulated both locally and globally by the chemical and physical properties of the underlying bone, affecting SZ formation and stability. 
